
Hi Everyone,

My weekly Nature Narratives have now logged

the passing of the seasons and the lives of the

flora and fauna at Swan Lake for an entire year. 

As my project to document and share nature

comes to an end, I would like to encourage you

to find some way to record your experiences in

the outdoors too. Nature Journaling is an

enjoyable activity and a great way to connect in 
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Sometimes though while taking photos, you 

can miss what is right under your nose.

Fortunately the main characters at Swan Lake

are pretty cooperative so you can usually get 

a good picture of a Mallard Duck.
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a much more profound and significant way with nature. There are many

ways to take part in nature journaling such as with photos, sketches, videos,

paintings and poetry. I have had lots of fun using photography to create

Nature Narratives of some of my favourite creatures at Swan Lake, such as

the almost ever present Great Blue Heron.

With Lenny



However there are other ways to do nature

journaling besides taking photos. One day I

met some children who were busy

completing a scavenger hunt bingo they

had downloaded from the BC Parks

website. Unfortunately for the poor 

darlings, one of the tasks was to sketch a

staff member, which they considered I was

as I had on a volunteer name tag. Too bad

they had to stare at my old decaying face

to try to sketch it. Probably a good thing

they were using pencils as I am sure I would

have broken their camera!

 

With Lenny
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You can find the BC Parks website at the link

below with other activities to do on your nature

walks that are a form of nature journaling.
https://bcparks.ca/naturequest/docs/jerry-nature-

quest-2019.pdf?v=1616265754415
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Such activities make for a very engaging

nature experience that focuses their

observations and records their findings.

Good job on the grandparent who

organized this!

https://bcparks.ca/naturequest/docs/jerry-nature-quest-2019.pdf?v=1616265754415


Nature journaling has been going on for

ever, but it evolved into a poplar pass

time in the late 1800’s and beyond.

Entries became exquisitely detailed art

forms and often included vivid

description, original poetry, or quotes

from famous authors and naturalists.

 But you do not have to make it such a

challenge as any little note pad will do 

to start a nature journal. You can use a

simple notebook or you can find fancier

journals in book stores.
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Entries can be very simple for beginners

or children, or you can add a few more

details about your outing if you wish.
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I did nature journaling with students in

my class for years. Some get pretty

involved and others keep it brief and to

the point, but all enjoyed the process.

With Lenny



You don’t even have to draw. 

You can do rubbings.
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The Sierra Club provides resources

online to help you, or the young people

in your life get into Nature Journaling at

this link https://sierraclub.bc.ca/wp-

content/uploads/Sierra-Club-

Greenspace-Journal-March-2020.pdf

The Sierra Club also offers online

wildlife drawing lessons if you would 

like to try drawing in your journal.

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/learn-to-

draw-b-c-wildlife-vancouver-island-

marmot/

LEARN TO DRAW B.C. WILDLIFE:

VANCOUVER ISLAND MARMOT

A webinar hosted by Sierra Club BC

and Dr. Julius Csotonyi
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Or you can press a plant (just not

from a park) and glue it right in to

your journal.

With Lenny

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/Sierra-Club-Greenspace-Journal-March-2020.pdf
https://sierraclub.bc.ca/learn-to-draw-b-c-wildlife-vancouver-island-marmot/


Jay, the Swan Lake Site

Manager, has been trying

his hand at nature

journaling.
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When you take the time to observe what is

around you, and try to record details of what

you see, you actually start to see more, make

deeper connections to nature, and have a

lovely memory and keepsake to enjoy for

years afterwards.
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He does fine-point, black ink

drawings of what he sees on site as

he walks the sanctuary trails, and

adds details about identification

and location.

Then he adds water

colours when he gets

home.

With Lenny



It also really enhances your nature outings

to do some research about the place you

are visiting. Swan Lake has lots of

information on line and a great little map

and scavenger hunt that can help you find

places to explore to do some nature

journaling. Most parks provide some map

and historical details on line that can

enrich your outdoor experience.
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I hope you have enjoyed the Year at Swan

Lake Nature Narratives project and will use 

it to inspire you to have your own fun at

Swan Lake - Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary,

or in a special nature place near you. 
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If you record a little of what you see in your

journal you will soon start making better

sense of our natural world.

Good bye, Lenny.

With Lenny


